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INTRODUCTION

From a series of ﬂitting bills to a bouquet of poised lilies, Kwan Sheung-Chi (b. 1980, Hong Kong) tenaciously
pursues across multiple mediums a conceptual practice rooted in criticism of political status quo, assignations
of value and modes of existence. Employing simple props to articulate his reﬂections with pointed focus,
Kwan unravels Hong Kong’s relationship with money, its political framework and the livelihood of those
who inhabit it. Voiced from a position of observation, the viewer senses throughout a tension between
meditation and intervention, a feeling that is heightened by a running sense of banality that pervades Kwan’s
propositions. Fielding commentary that’s against-the-grain, Kwan heralds a non-assumptive yet determined
voice that quietly digs at the underpinnings of Hong Kong, but also more widely, the society we’re born into.
At the core of Kwan’s practice is the thematic of reality as seen and experienced by ordinary citizens.
Strongly associated is the speciﬁc discussion of capitalism, which reappears as a topic of reﬂection in
Kwan’s work. A ﬁnancial centre, Kwan does not steer away from Hong Kong’s emphasis on money as
a vehicle for impact and governance. Consider the work ‘1000’ (2012), for example, which involved
the systematic erasure with a rubber eraser of a 1000 HKD bill till it’s left raw and worthless. We are
prompted to realise how we have granted signiﬁcance to an object, the value of which does not exist
when stripped of its visual identity. Developing on this sense of worth is “To Defend the Core Values
is the Core of the Core Values” (2012), a commission Kwan carried out with his partner Wong Wai Yin.
At the time, a broad discussion was being held regards the ‘core values’ of Hong Kong, amongst them
democracy. Kwan and Wong invested their production budget in the creation of a gold coin marked ‘Hong
Kong Core Values’ and engaged Trotskyist Leung Kwok-Hung by donating the coin to him, which led to a
spontaneous discourse on Hong Kong’s ‘core values’, the all of which was ﬁlmed as documentation. The
viewer in turns observes the tension between the practicality of ownership and conﬂict of beliefs. Kwan
further highlights our tentative relationship with possessions in “One Million (RMB)” (2013), a video series
in which Kwan ﬂips through a short stack of bills, counting them until he reaches a million. Played on
a loop, the process seems endless, serving as an analogy for greed or indeed our desire for evermore..

Stepping into a more deﬁned political zone, one remarks how Kwan delivers his works with a deadpan sense
of humour and a slightly anarchic disposition. In the ﬁlms ‘Doing It With Chi—Making an Exit Bag’ (2009) and
‘Doing It With Mrs Kwan—Making Pepper Spray’ (2012), for example, Wong and himself pose as DIY instructors
akin to those found on Youtube albeit delivering advice for assisted suicide and the creation of a weapon or
self-defense tool, respectively. Dark and dry, the videos follow ones providing assistance regarding everyday
problems, an approach that prompts us to realise how we can focus on the mundane whilst not tackling the
major threats to our existence such as the dissolvement of democracy. On a more confrontational level is
Water Barrier (Maotai:Water, 1:100) (2013), an installation comprised of two 170 cm-high, white plastic anti-riot
barriers ﬁlled with diluted Maotai – a Chinese distilled white liquor that is commonly served at state functions.
Alluding to mounting social issues and the types of physical and ideological barriers that stand to prevent
change, Kwan instigated a second phase of the work following his receipt of the Hugo Boss Art Prize for best
emerging Chinese artist, inviting members of the public to join in a renewed attempt at the barrier’s destruction.
With the help of a randomly selected group of 16, Kwan successfully knocked his artwork to the ground.
Beyond the pointedly monetary and political there is a further aspect to Kwan’s practice associated with
queer objects and how, through subtle manipulation, we read into them certain signs and patterns that
relate back to their intrinsic properties. In “Apple Core” (2008), for example, Kwan crushed a cardboard
juice box into the shape of an eaten and discarded apple, appearing white at the inner section and red and
green on the ends, with a plastic straw playing the role of the stem. Humorous, the work equally highlights
our urge to make something that in actuality already is. Pointing to banality whilst equally paying a nod
to art history, “Correction Pen Corrected with Its Own Content” (2012) encompasses a tube of correction
ﬂuid dipped in correction ﬂuid, a gesture towards Robert Morris’ “Box with the Sound of Its Own Making”
(1961), whilst equally alluding to the dynamics of aesthetic and social correctness. Finally, veering on the
subject of real estate, “Lilies” (2012) encompasses the collection of 12 different iterations of plastic lilies.
Celebrating in a dry manner manufactured “uniqueness”, they equally point to an industry that played a
surprisingly central role in post-war Hong Kong, launching the career of tycoon Li Ka-shing, among others.

Ultimately, Kwan Sheung-Chi creates works that voice histories that have been neglected or actualites we
either do not want to see or are unable to confront. By employing a language that is honest and accessible,
his works advocate criticality and reﬂection whilst not imposing action. Subtle, yet sharp and alarming, it is
up to the viewer what they take from each and what they decide to do next with the information provided.
Kwan Sheung-Chi was born in 1980, Hong Kong and has held exhibitions at Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, New York (2017); Mill6, Hong Kong (2016); ZKM, Karlsruhe (2015); Borusan Contemporary, Istanbul
(2015); ParaSite, Hong Kong (2015, 2014); Witte de With, Rotterdam (2014); Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna (2014);
Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai (2013); Hiroshima MOCA, Hiroshima (2013); amongst others. Kwan
holds a B.A. degree in Fine Art from The Chinese University of Hong Kong and in 2000 was named the
“King of Hong Kong New Artist”. In 2002 the exhibition “Kwan Sheung-Chi Touring Series Exhibitions,
Hong Kong” was held across 10 major exhibition venues in Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Art Centre
presented “A Retrospective of Kwan Sheung-Chi”. Kwan is also a founding member of local art groups,
Hong Kong Arts Discovery Channel (HKADC), hkPARTg (Political Art Group) and Woofer Ten. In 2009, Kwan
was awarded the Starr Foundation Fellowship from the Asian Cultural Council to take part in an international
residency programme in New York, USA. In 2012 Kwan received a commission from the West Kowloon
Cultural District Association (WKCDA) and in 2013 was the winner of the inaugural Hugo Boss Art Prize.
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back to the basics – Kwan Sheung Chi
鼨⾲㛇劥ˊꡠ㼿兰
Oi!, Hong Kong
屘遳㻜植 껺度
23.03.2018 - 20.05.2018

Kwan Sheung Chi produced a video ﬁlm “Travel in the Universe” at Oi!, which tells a story of a man who lives on the Moon and
back to his hometown – the Earth in an adventure, revealing the possibilities of construction of history and reﬂecting on human
development. After moving to the Moon for a thousand years, Hong Kong people discovered Planet K which is a beautiful planet
with more ideal living environment. However, it is on the fringe of the solar system and extremely far away from the Earth. Therefore,
they determined to go back to their hometown – Hong Kong for the last time and leave the Earth forever. The exhibition provides
an unknown and nostalgic aesthetic experience to audiences. The project divides into two parts, during the pre-exhibition period,
ﬁlm production process will be opened for public viewing; and the second phase is screening and installation display.
“Travel in the Universe” offers audiences an unfamiliar aesthetic experience in which they initially feel uncertainties. The gallery
setting allows an escape from reality into a different universe encapsulated in the form of a space shuttle. On entering a narrow
path, visitors ﬁnd their way along a wall, taking uneasy steps in the dark. Experiencing the fear of being enclosed in an unusual,
small space, they later come to the realisation that this is what depression feels like in daily life. Kwan does not limit visitors’
activities and behaviour, as they are allowed to spend their time in their own way in this particular setting. The response from
visitors will inspire the video ﬁlm, ‘Travel in the Universe’, and to complete the creation, their participation decides the ﬁnal form of
the installation. Kwan provides great ﬂexibility in Travel in the Universe to enable communication between him and the audience.
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Blue is the New Black
诜僽倝涸랱

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong
꼛ⲳ殥䐤 껺度
26.10.2017 - 30.11.2017
Watch video

A thousand-metre sea of blue tape stretches across the entrance to the gallery: tensley pulled at one metre or so above the
ground, the viewer is invited yet challenged to step in, actively marking their entrance as opposed to passive frequentation. This
initial interaction sets the tone for Kwan Sheung Chi’s (b. 1980, Hong Kong) ﬁrst solo exhibition at Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong
Kong ‘Blue is the New Black’, which spells out over a series of mixed media works how things are not fully what they seem. Playing
on notions of viewership, surveillance, power, ignorance, vulnerability and brutality, the exhibition travels between the political
and the personal, nodding to the frameworks that govern us and our involvement in each. Integrating at once political references,
actions from contemporary social life and popular media, the viewer is prompted to reﬂect on our status quo and daily ﬁctions.
Kwan Sheung Chi follows a conceptual practice rooted in criticism of assignations of value and modes of existence, employing
simple props to articulate his reﬂections with pointed focus. Voiced from a position of observation, the viewer senses throughout
a tension between meditation and intervention, a feeling that is heightened by a running sense of banality that pervades Kwan’s
propositions. Consider the new ﬁlm ‘Blue is the New Black’, a double-channel work that shows two superimposed hanging screens,
the ﬁrst depicting a blue-tinted hand in continuous salute against the backdrop of a computer-generated blue sky. Silent, the
repeated near robotic movement contrasts with the second screen that shows and echoes the hammering and destruction of three
heads of David. The striking contrast between action, on the one hand violent and on the borderline banal, and tradition, points
to the hand humanity plays in the world we see around us – from aggressive denials of the past, to blind nods regards the future.

Fielding commentary that’s against-the-grain, Kwan heralds a non-assumptive yet determined voice that quietly digs
at the systems of the society we’re born into. The major work ‘Above U’ (2017), for example, which encompasses the
viewer as they enter further through the gallery space, is an installation that rises from the ﬂoor and is composed of a
hovering ﬂuorescent light installation that spells the title of the work. As one peers, one innocently interacts with the
work – an action that becomes clear when entering the middle of the space and ﬁnding a hole that leads onto a screen
capturing our involvement. Nodding to acts of unsolicited surveillance, the work also alludes to theatricality, employing
the vivid blue throughout that is used in cinematic backdrops. Moreover, our participation in the act of voyeurism is further
called to question, especially in the age of social media where there’s a tension yet volition to be followed and seen.
Stepping off the platform and entering the ﬁnal stage of the exhibition, one further understands how at the core of Kwan’s
practice is the thematic of reality as seen and experienced by ordinary citizens. A manner of engaging this perspective is
through the integration of references to popular culture. For example, one video presents a remake of the last scene of JeanLuc Godard’s 1965 ‘Pierrot le Fou’, whilst a further installation spells ‘Power, Corruption & Lies’ in reference to the English rock
band New Order’s second album released in 1983. In so doing, Kwan directly addresses the impact of systems on society
through the foil of other art forms, showing how artistic reactions of the past remain relevant relational mirrors of the present.
Ultimately, Kwan Sheung Chi creates works that voice histories that have been neglected or actualites we either do not want to see
or are unable to confront. By employing a language that is honest and accessible, his works advocate criticality and reﬂection. Subtle,
yet sharp and alarming, it is up to the viewer what they take from each and what they decide to do next with the information provided.
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Installation view
裝置現場

Installation view
㾝錓植㜥

Installation
view
Installation view
㾝錓植㜥
裝置現場

Installation view
㾝錓植㜥

Installation view
㾝錓植㜥

Installation
Installation viewview
㾝錓植㜥
裝置現場

VOID
2017
Installations with tamper-evident tapes
䬓芣䌟酤縨⡲ㅷ
Dimensions variable
㽯㼄〳隶

(Details 稣眏)VOID
2017

Blue is the New Black
诜僽倝涸랱
2017
2 channel video installation; UHD video, 16:9, color, mono sound
꧱걽UHD䕙蒀ꏖ⫸酤縨16:9㋲耪麤
3 min 4 sec
3ⴔ4猲
Vimeo:

Channel 1;

Channel 2

Youku:

Channel 1;

Channel 2

Password: EMGKSC123

Decalomania (After Magritte)
垷⽪(꼛呔ⵄ暵⛓䖔)
2017
Video installation with curtain; 4K video, 4:3, color, silent
䋒砠4K 䕙蒀ꏖ⫸酤縨4:3搁耪
3 min
3ⴔꗻ
Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

ABOVE U
2017
Installation with Fluorescent light sculpture,
Chroma key construction, television live production system, live video feeds
擣⯕教蒀꒳酤縨ꨵ鋕湬乄禹窠㻜儗鋕걽
Dimensions variable
㽯㼄〳隶

(Details 稣眏) ABOVE U
2017

(Details 稣眏) ABOVE U
2017

(Details 稣眏) ABOVE U
2017

(Details 稣眏) ABOVE U
2017

Power, Corruption, Lies
2017
Neon light sculptures with clear plastic mannequins, stainless steel stands
ꩩ赙教ꧧ㝕鷳僈㝕俱➃넒垷㘗♶ꍀꏈ卹
Power: 39.5 x 47 x 31 cm
Corruption: 158 x 83 x 24 cm
Lies: 53.5 x 33 x 29 cm

(Details 稣眏) Power, Corruption, Lies
2017

(r) Evolution
2017
Photo prints on aluminum Dibond under acrylic glass, bricks
made with recycled plaster of Paris from damaged head sculpture
reproductions of David (Michelangelo)
撑晙%JCPOE醆䅺❏⯘⸂梯槴䖰䊼랫㔐佐⢵荈䴦㡏涸㣐遺걧⫸
ꧧ㝕醲醢ㅷ碛剽㛇繏醢䧭涸煴걧
Photos 撑晚: 17.5” x 12.5”, 24.5” x 17.5”, 31.5” x 22.5”
Bricks 煴걧: 6 x 10 x 20 cm each (嫦⦐

(Details 稣眏)(r) Evolution
2017

Before the End: Les Quatre Cents Coups (1959)
穅穡
շ㔋涰乹ո(1959䎃)
2017
Video, DCI 4K CinemaScope, 2.39:1, colour, stereo sound
DCI 4K CinemaScope 䕙蒀ꏖ⫸2.39:1用넒耪
4 min 36 sec
4ⴔ36猲
Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

Before the End: Pierrot le Fou (1965)
穅穡
շ期➃䕹㙩峫ո(1965䎃)
2017
Video DCI 4K CinemaScope, 2.39:1, colour , stereo sound
DCI 4K CinemaScope䕙蒀ꏖ⫸2.39:1用넒耪
3 min 33 sec
3ⴔ33猲
Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

Selected Past Works
礵鼆⡲ㅷ

Room
䨻
2016
Installation; room construction and automatic sliding doors
酤縨;垸㘗䨼,荈⹛徿⹛
Dimensions variable
㽯㼄〳隶
On the day of XX/XX/XXXX, I was in XX dealing with XXXXXX. When I returned on XX, I was stopped at the
border customs at XXXX before ofﬁcers from the Ministry of State Security in the city of XX ushered me into
a room, blindfolded, to put me under house arrest. I was kept for XXXX days. This type of detention is known
as “residential surveillance” according to the law of XX.
I stood frozen for a good while when a massive column in the middle of the room started giving out a glaring
white light. It was only then that the surroundings sank in on me. The room took the shape of an equilateral
triangle, and each side measured roughly 29 feet in length. There was a door on each side, with the 2 front
doors providing access in and out of the room. The doors were made of thick, robust steel and can only be
opened from the outside. The room was equipped with CCTVs that enabled round-the-clock surveillance of
the happenings inside. The rear door, installed with a motion sensor, could be opened from within the room
and led to another chamber. The chamber, around 300 square feet in size, had no other exits and housed a
small globe dimly lit from above. No motion sensors were installed outside the exits; the surveillance people
had to open the door with a remote before I could return to the room.
The room had no windows, and the conﬁned environment meant a complete reliance on the lights, 24 hours
a day. Soon, I found it hard to differentiate between day and night, and eventually lost all sense of time. But
whenever my body calms, the room light would slowly dim to a complete darkness. As such, I had to often
pace myself up and down the room. Extensive periods without natural light and fresh air made me really
tired, even though I had nothing much to do. Looking back, those days still haunt me.
Extracted from My 1000-day Ordeal - A spiritual Journey, Ching Cheong, China Alliance Press, April 2002,
Hong Kong. Partly quoted or modiﬁed from the original text.
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ꦐ⽰鄄XX䋑㕜
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劥俒彂荈玐绥
շ⼪傈搁䜼ЭЭ䧮涸䗱騟娛玐ո
⚥㕜㹒麤ⴀ晜爢2012䎃4剢껺度կ鿈⟧湬䱹䒸欽⾲俒
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Room
䨻
2016
Installation; room construction and automatic sliding doors
酤縨;垸㘗䨼,荈⹛徿⹛
Dimensions variable
㽯㼄〳隶

Hong Kongese
껺度➃
2016
70,000 metal badges
70,000 ⦐ꆄ㿂䗩畎
Dimensions variable
㽯㼄〳隶

(Detail) Hong Kongese
(稣眏)껺度➃
2016
70,000 metal badges
70,000 ⦐ꆄ㿂䗩畎
Dimensions variable
㽯㼄〳隶

Like a Dog!
⫸哬权
2015
Artist’s testament, concrete
谀遮㹻涸鼌㓻幊ⳕ㕼
15 x 20 x 3 in

Like a Dog!
⫸哬权
2015
Failure, tragedy and death are at the heart of Kwan Sheung Chi’s practice, often
channeled by a sense of pride and comical nonchalance. On display is a headstone
inscribed with the dying words of Josef K. in Kafka’s The Trial: “Like a dog!” Herein
lies Kwan’s own last words, which will be posthumously uncovered as per the artist’s
arrangement with the exhibition’s curator.
㖈ꡠ㼿兰涸⡲ㅷ⚥㣟侁ծ䝱ⷛㄤ娥❖僽䌢鋅⚺겗⽿䖃䖃鄄♧珏뀺⫂ծ㋐ⷛㄤ搁䨾閖涸䡿
䏞ㄤ倰岁邍植կ
ⵠ㖈鸎㝅瀖烵♳涸“LIKE A DOG!” (⫸哬权
)僽⽓㣗⽓㼭铝շ㻣ⴼո⚥⚺錭,铝
涸剒䖔♧〣鑨կ
ꡠ㼿兰鋶䩛醢鸣✫鸎㝅瀖烵⚛㼞鼌鎊诡㖈酭銳宠鸎妃㾝錓涸瘻㾝➃㖈
➭娥䖔䩞腊䩧灶瀖烵》ⴀկ

(Detail) ‘Like a Dog!’
(稣眏)⫸哬权
2015
Artist’s testament, concrete
谀遮㹻涸鼌㓻幊ⳕ㕼
15 x 20 x 3 in

Wet Mirror
ꪒ憈涸ꖏ㶩
2015
Gloss spray and model realistic water on mirror
⯕屘⟬溫宐騋倴ꖏ♳
50.5 x 40.5 cm

(Detail) Wet Mirror
(稣眏) ꪒ憈涸ꖏ㶩
2015
Gloss spray and model realistic water on mirror
⯕屘⟬溫宐騋倴ꖏ♳
50.5 x 40.5 cm

Bottles
櫕㶩
2015
Used plastic containers, acrylic wall shelf
莌㝕芢櫕㠹⯘⸂晘卹
20 x 80 x 12 cm

Marlboro
2015
Nail polish and topcoat on whetstone
䭷歌屘ծ⥂隋屘熋ⴉ瀖
2.5 x 5.5 x 20.5 cm

Karl Marx’s Capital
꼛⯘䙼涸շ顺劥锸ո
2015
Used books’ dust jacket of Capital, by Karl Marx, ribbon
莌剅硂隋㼓
շ顺劥锸ո꼛⯘䙼窣䌞
22 x 16 cm each ﬂag 嫦偫

Electric fan in a corner
錭衅酆涸ꨵ괏䩏
2015
2 channels video; HD video, color, stereo sound
꧱걽HD넞幢䕙蒀ꏖ⫸用넒耪
2 min 4 sec
2ⴔ4猲

Electric fan in a corner
錭衅酆涸ꨵ괏䩏
2015
2 channels video; HD video, color, stereo sound
꧱걽넞幡䕙蒀ꏖ⫸用넒耪
2 min 4 sec
2ⴔ4猲

Butterﬂy
軣軧
2015
Butterﬂy shaped hairslide, battery powered toothbrush
軣軧䕎녊㣰ꨵ⹛暅ⵘ
5 x 6 x 19 cm

Butterﬂy
軣軧
2015
Butterﬂy shaped hairslide, battery powered toothbrush
軣軧䕎녊㣰ꨵ⹛暅ⵘ
5 x 6 x 19 cm

ONE MILLION (Turkish Lira)
♧涰蠜㕼羭Ⱖꅽ䬘
2015
Single channel video, UHD video, 16:9, color, mono sound
㋲걽馄넞幢䕙蒀ꏗ⫹,16:9,㋲耫麥
107 min 8 sec
107ⴔ8猲
This is the ﬁfth work in the series ONE MILLION. What’s seen on the screen is a very thin wad of 100
Turkish Lira bills. But, as the hands count them, these bills appear to reproduce, never fully counted.
As the title of the piece indicates, the bills are counted until the total value reaches one million. The
endless counting of the bills is merely an illusion created by the trick of inserting a loop that is repeated
again and again through the splicing of the video segment.
鸎僽♧涰蠜⡲ㅷ禹⛓❀կ
㖈ꏖ⫸⚥谀遮㹻涸꧱䩛侷衼䎘䓹♧涰⯋㕼羭Ⱖꅽ䬘ꈅ牰♧湬ⵌ㥵⡲
ㅷ겗湡䨾爙ꈅ牰侷ⵌ籎⧩♧涰蠜儗䩞㸤穡կ
⡎鸑麔ⶨ䱹ㄤ㔐佞鸎䎘䓹ꈅ牰㖈ꏖ⫸⚥尝㸤尝✫կ
㖈ꆄ
ꐏ荛♳涸嶊顥爢剚酭侷♧涰蠜谀遮㹻欽♧珏䖝涸㏜䒚겮銻齡❈䜠䜠鋊眔䧮⦛涸⦐넒⭆⧩錙կ

Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

ONE MILLION (Turkish Lira)
♧涰蠜㕼羭Ⱖꅽ䬘
2015
Single channel video, UHD video, 16:9, color, mono sound
㋲걽馄넞幢䕙蒀ꏗ⫹, 16:9,㋲耫麥
107 min 8 sec
107ⴔ8猲

Man’s Future Fund - Gold Nipple
㉏⛓劢⢵㛇ꆄꆄ㥗㏟
2014
Installation; pure gold, LED torch, lambda print, wood shelf
On 4th June 2013, our son Kwan Man was born. Though we were facing many difﬁculties at the same time, it remains as one of our happiest memories. We have decided to initiate a long-term art project - “Man’s Future Fund” - by using the red packet money from our friends,
relatives and ourselves to make a new work every year. We will use the proﬁt from the sales for the next work in the series until our son reaches adulthood at 18, then the fund, along with any unsold works, will be passed on to him. Although we only commemorate the contributors of “Man’s Future Fund” here, we would like to take this opportunity to thank all the friends who have helped us for their love and care for Man.
Kwan Sheung Chi and Wong Wai Yin
酤縨⡲ㅷ秫ꆄLED䩛ꨵ瘲腊麧鱑ⴀ加卹

2013䎃6剢4傈䧮⦛涸⯥㶩ꡠ㉏ⴀ欰✫⽰⢪㼩欰崞♳䖎㢴㔮ꨈ鸎➠搬僽♧媯䘯坾涸儗⯕կ
䧮⦛寸㹁㨤♧⦐Ꟁ劍涸ⶽ⡲鎙ⷔ ˋչ㉏⛓劢⢵㛇ꆄպ
⟄荈䊹⿺鋶鷐飨⯥㶩涸ⵄ僽ꐏ嫦䎃ⶽ⡲♧⟝⡲ㅷ䪾ⴀ㈒⡲ㅷ䨾䖤涸ꆄꐏ䫏Ⰶ♴♧䎃涸ⶽ⡲⚥湬ⵌ⯥㶩18娔Ꟁ㣐
䧭➃䖔⤑䪾չ㉏⛓劢⢵㛇ꆄպㄤ劢腊ⴀ㈒涸⡲ㅷ❜窍➭կ
ꧪ搬䧮⦛㖈姼〫鎹♴չ㉏⛓劢⢵㛇ꆄպ飬⸔➃涸ぜ㶶⡎僽鼨剣䖎㢴剎竤㖈㔮ꨈ儗窍✮麔䍲⸔涸剦䧮⦛䋞劅诓姼♧ず䠭闑➭⦛㼩ꡠ㉏涸䠥隋կ
ꡠ㼿兰莄랓䢴㦌

Man’s Future Fund - Gold Nipple
㉏⛓劢⢵㛇ꆄꆄ㥗㏟
2014
Installation; pure gold, LED torch, lambda print, wood shelf
酤縨⡲ㅷ秫ꆄLED䩛ꨵ瘲腊麧鱑ⴀ加卹

(Detail) Man’s Future Fund - Gold Nipple
(稣眏) ㉏⛓劢⢵㛇ꆄꆄ㥗㏟
2014
Installation; pure gold, LED torch, lambda print, wood shelf
酤縨⡲ㅷ秫ꆄLED䩛ꨵ瘲腊麧鱑ⴀ加卹

Black (Dark Night)
랱冝㢹
2013
Single channel video, colour, silent
㋲걽䕙蒀ꏗ⫹,搂耫
13 min 22 sec
13ⴔ22猲
This work is created site-speciﬁcally for the exhibition “Hugo Boss Asia Art” Finalist Exhibition at the Rockbund Art Museum,
Shanghai in September 2013. The screen is black, a silent black; what it presents is actually its same position, the artist ﬁlmed
exact same position of where the monitor position during the exhibition, but during night time without any light.
The length and aspect ratio of the video are the same as a previous work Plan A to Z to end my life, which was originally
proposed to include in the exhibition. However, together with two other works, the video was not allowed to exhibit, because of
the censorship of the Chinese government cultural bureau.
姼⡲ㅷ僽昸㢪抂繠遮긬㾝錓HUGO BOSS ❏崍倝ꌳ谀遮㹻罜鏤涸㜥㖑酤縨⡲ㅷ倴2013䎃9剢㾝ⴀկ
㾓䍋殥䭯糵♧晙怚랱
Ⱖ㻜僽谀遮㹻㖈㢹酭倴⡲ㅷ䨾贕䬝伡涸ꏖ⫸կ
ꏖ⫸涸晙ꟀㄤꟀ㻪嫱莄〥♧⡲ㅷշ鎙ⷔ"荛;✫穡䧮涸欰ㄐո(2009)湱ずկ㔔捀鑪⡲ㅷⰊ㺂尝剣鸑麔殹㖑剣ꡠ鿈涸㻣叅ꡠ
㼿兰荆儗佖隶倰呩ⶽ⡲✫շ랱(冝㢹)ո

Black (Dark Night)
랱冝㢹
2013
Single channel video, colour, silent
㋲걽䕙蒀ꏗ⫹,搂耫
13 min 22 sec
13ⴔ22猲

Water Barrier (Maotai : Water, 1:999)
宐꼛 薹〵宐♧嫱⛰涰⛰⼧⛰
2013
Two channel video installation
꧱걽ꏖ⫸酤縨
175 x 430 x 400 cm

The installation is a pair of 170 cm high anti-riot water-ﬁlled barriers, inside of which is ﬁlled with water as well as one bottle of Maotai liquor. Behind the barriers, a video of the artist trying to topple the barrier is played, while
in front of the barrier is a scroll which reads “Please Tear Down this Wall, Warm Reminder: Beware of People Behind”. In the work, the anti-riot water-ﬁlled barriers are ﬁlled with a mixture made up of a completely imbalanced
proportion of water to Maotai. This mixture of water and Maotai, the most expensive baijiu on the Chinese market, symbolises the disparity of status while at the same time constitutes a protective mechanism against outside
forces. Two TV monitors were installed behind the water barriers, left TV display the artist’s attempts to push down the water barriers, right TV display live view in front of the water barriers.
On November 1, 2013 the museum open day, the audiences were invited to push down the water barriers together.
姼酤縨⡲ㅷ歋♧㼩170⾦碛넞涸凐宐꼛穉䧭宐꼛Ⰺ岤怐♧嫱⛰涰⛰⼧⛰涸幡宐ㄤ薹〵կ
⡲ㅷ胜䖔乄佞衼谀遮㹻鑑㕭䲀⦝宐꼛涸ꏖ⫸罜佞縨㻨衼չ姸鵓䲀⦝鸎晘影꼕䲿爙锝㼭䗱胜䖔剣➃պ涸デ爙կ
宐ㄤ㕜ꂊ薹〵涸
噱畮嫱⢾䭷嶍✫爢剚㖑⡙涸䧅婋ず儗䕎䧭䫒邂㢪㖈㠹鶖涸⥂遺堤ⵖկ
2013䎃11剢1傈㾝錓佞殹㣔谀遮㹻鼜锝錙罏♧ず䲀⦝滚涸鸎չ晘պկ

Water Barrier (Maotai : Water, 1:999)
宐꼛 薹〵宐♧嫱⛰涰⛰⼧⛰
2013
Two channel video installation
꧱걽ꏖ⫸酤縨
175 x 430 x 400 cm

Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

Water Barrier (Maotai : Water, 1:999)
宐꼛 薹〵宐♧嫱⛰涰⛰⼧⛰
2013
Two channel video installation
꧱걽ꏖ⫸酤縨
175 x 430 x 400 cm

Water Barrier (Maotai : Water, 1:999)
宐꼛 薹〵宐♧嫱⛰涰⛰⼧⛰
2013
Two channel video installation
꧱걽ꏖ⫸酤縨
175 x 430 x 400 cm

Water Barrier (Maotai : Water, 1:999)
宐꼛 薹〵宐♧嫱⛰涰⛰⼧⛰
2013
Two channel video installation
꧱걽ꏖ⫸酤縨
175 x 430 x 400 cm

Water Barrier (Maotai : Water, 1:999)
宐꼛 薹〵宐♧嫱⛰涰⛰⼧⛰
2013
Two channel video installation
꧱걽ꏖ⫸酤縨
175 x 430 x 400 cm

Untitled (White)
搁겗 涯蒀
2013
Paper, endless copies
秶侷ꆀ搁ꣳ
89 x 64 cm, 175.5 cm at ideal height

Untitled (White)
搁겗 涯蒀
2013
Paper, endless copies
秶侷ꆀ搁ꣳ
89 x 64 cm, 175.5 cm at ideal height

ONE MILLION (Chinese Yuan Renminbi)
♧涰蠜➃字䍤
2013
Single channel video, HD, color, mono sound
㋲걽넞幡䕙蒀ꏖ⫸㋲耪麤
80 min 24 sec
80ⴔ24猲
This is the forth work in the series ONE MILLION. What’s seen on the screen is a very thin
wad of 100 China Yuan Renminbi bills. But, as the hands count them, these bills appear to
reproduce, never fully counted. As the title of the piece indicates, the bills are counted until
the total value reaches one million. The endless counting of the bills is merely an illusion
created by the trick of inserting a loop that is repeated again and again through the splicing
of the video segment.
鸎僽♧涰蠜⡲ㅷ禹⛓㔋կ㖈ꏖ⫸⚥谀遮㹻涸꧱䩛侷衼䎘䓹♧涰⯋➃字䍤ꈅ牰♧湬ⵌ
㥵⡲ㅷ겗湡䨾爙ꈅ牰侷ⵌ籎⧩♧涰蠜儗䩞㸤穡կ
⡎鸑麔ⶨ䱹ㄤ㔐佞鸎䎘䓹ꈅ牰㖈ꏖ⫸⚥尝
㸤尝✫կ
㖈ꆄꐏ荛♳涸嶊顥爢剚酭侷♧涰蠜谀遮㹻欽♧珏䖝涸㏜䒚겮銻齡❈䜠䜠鋊眔䧮
⦛涸⦐넒⭆⧩錙կ

Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

ONE MILLION (Chinese Yuan Renminbi)
♧涰蠜➃字䍤
2013
Single channel video, HD, color, mono sound
㋲걽넞幡䕙蒀ꏖ⫸㋲耪麤
80 min 24 sec
80ⴔ24猲

This video is the ﬁfth in the series ONE MILLION. What’s seen on the screen is a very thin wad
of 1000 Hong Kong dollars bills. But, as the hands count them, these bills appear to reproduce,
never fully counted. As the title of the piece indicates, the bills are counted until the total value
reaches two million. The endless counting of the bills is merely an illusion created by the trick
of inserting a loop that is repeated again and again through the splicing of the video segment.
This work is actually the same as ONE MILLION (HKD), except the total value of bills counted is
two million. It was made after the total ﬁve editions of ONE MILLION (HKD) were all sold.
鸎僽♧涰蠜⡲ㅷ禹⛓❀կ㖈ꏖ⫸⚥谀遮㹻涸꧱䩛侷衼䎘䓹♧⼪⯋度䍤ꈅ牰♧湬ⵌ㥵⡲
ㅷ겗湡䨾爙ꈅ牰侷ⵌ籎⧩✳涰蠜儗䩞㸤穡կ⡎鸑麔ⶨ䱹ㄤ㔐佞鸎䎘䓹ꈅ牰㖈ꏖ⫸⚥尝㸤尝
✫կ
㖈ꆄꐏ荛♳涸嶊顥爢剚酭侷✳涰蠜谀遮㹻欽♧珏䖝涸㏜䒚겮銻齡❈䜠䜠鋊眔䧮⦛涸⦐
넒⭆⧩錙կ
ꤑ✫籎⧩涸♶ず姼⡲ㅷ㛇劥♳莄շ♧涰蠜度䍤ոずⴀ♧鱻僽鑪禹❀⦐晜劥鿪㈒ⴀ䖔涸䒁
糵կ

TWO MILLION (Hong Kong Dollar)
✳涰蠜度䍤
2013
Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

HDV, color, mono sound
HDV䕙蒀ꏖ⫸㋲耪麤
16 min 18 sec
16ⴔ18猲

To defend the core values is the core of core values
䯤遺呍䗱⭆⧩僽剒呍䗱涸呍䗱⭆⧩
2012
Installation with happenings and video
〳莅䚍ꏗ⫹酤縨
10 min 18 sec
10ⴔ18猲

“To defend the core values is the core of the core values” is an art event conducted by Kwan Sheung Chi and Wong Wai Yin. The exhibition venue
is Shop 4, G/F, Kam Fai Building, 16 – 24A Waterloo Road, Yau Ma Tei, Kowloon. This Project is invited by M+, the museum for visual culture in
the West Kowloon Cultural District. The artists aim at encouraging public participation in contemporary art. Through the acts of voting and
decision-making, the issue of Hong Kong core value and relevant issues are raised. The project will run from 15 May 2012 to 10 June 2012.
“To Defend the Core Values is the Core of the Core Values,” for which, in a competition for a solid gold coin embossed with the
phrase “Hong Kong’s Core Values,” they asked Hong Kong citizens to scrawl answers in response to the question, “Your core values
of Hong Kong are?” The chosen submission, “Long Hair,” the nickname of Leung Kwok-hung, founding member of the League of
Social Democrats, never claimed an author, so the artists invited Leung himself on a boat ride in Victoria Harbor, where he could
decide whether to keep or toss the coin. Despite the “apolitical” stereotype of Hong Kong people, the recent election of the chief
executive—a notoriously unequal process whereby an election committee of fewer than 2,000 have the right to cast votes that
represent over seven million Hong Kong citizens—aroused widespread discontent and a desire by citizens to have their voices heard.
Kwan and Wong’s piece appealed to this desire, if only in a minor and perhaps superﬁcial manner. In a video documenting Leung’s
decision to keep the coin, he bemoans the lack of autonomy in Hong Kong’s culture and politics, citing the dominant power of a
“Cash is King” mentality, and long years of political oppression, as reasons why Hong Kong lacks a true and original value standard.
շ䯤遺呍䗱⭆⧩僽剒呍䗱涸呍䗱⭆⧩ո(2012)僽ꡠ㼿兰莄랓䢴㦌Ⱏず莉鳵ծ꧋錙滞莄ㄤ遤捀谀遮倴♧魧涸ⶽ⡲鎙ⷔ⛲僽
2012䎃5剢M+鹍遤儗갪湡⚥涸♧⟝㨼鎷ⶽ⡲կ
ꡠ莄랓鼜锝錙滞莄诓姼麔玐䲿ⴀⰦ㼩껺度爢剚⭆⧩넒禹涸毟㉏կ
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錙滞銳㖈邍呔♳㞅㻨
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鵛䎃遤佟
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격կ
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(Still from) To defend the core values is the core of core values
䯤遺呍䗱⭆⧩僽剒呍䗱涸呍䗱⭆⧩ (䨔㕮)
2012
Installation with happenings and video
〳莅䚍ꏗ⫹酤縨
10 min 18 sec
10ⴔ18猲

Take away an “Iron Horse” barrier from the entrance (designated protest zone) of the Central Government Ofﬁces
䖰佟䏎籎鿈Ⰶ〡爙㪭⼥䌞饥♧ꦷչ꼛պ㕠奌
2012
Single channel video installation, with sculpture made from clear adhesive tape
㋲걽ꏗ⫹酤縨 鷴僈芣䌟醢ꧨ㝖
Video: 63 min; Sculpture: 100 x 200 x 100 cm
ꏗ⫹63ⴕꗻꧨ㝖100 x 200 x 100 cm
Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

In this video, I use clear adhesive tape to wrap an iron barrier put at the entrance of the Central Government Ofﬁces in Hong Kong,
which also serves as a designated protest zone. The security guards and several police ask what I am doing, they monitor my
action until I ﬁnish casting the iron barrier and create a sculpture with the clear adhesive tape.
I learnt this wrapping method from a work made by Luke, Ching Chin Wai, a Hong Kong artist that I appreciate a lot.
㖈鸎⟝ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ⚥䧮欽鷳僈芢䌞⺫醙縨倴껺度⚥⼥佟䏎ざ縭Ⰶ〡贕涸ⵖꥬ奌鸎♧㖑럊ず儗鼨僽䭷㹁涸䫒陾⼥կ
㖈鹍遤⚥
儗⥂㸝ㄤ♧❈险㻋鑉㉏䧮㖈⨞➊랂⚛♧湬湋鋕䧮湬ⵌ䧮㸤䧭䨾剣涸⺫醙䊨⡲⟄鷳僈芢䌞ⶽ鸣ⴀ♧⦐ꧧ㝕⡲ㅷկ
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Take away an “Iron Horse” barrier from the entrance (designated protest zone) of the Central Government Ofﬁces
䖰佟䏎籎鿈Ⰶ〡爙㪭⼥䌞饥♧ꦷչ꼛պ㕠奌
2012
Single channel video installation, with sculpture made from clear adhesive tape
㋲걽ꏗ⫹酤縨 鷴僈芣䌟醢ꧨ㝖
Video: 63 min; Sculpture: 100 x 200 x 100 cm
ꏗ⫹63ⴕꗻꧨ㝖100 x 200 x 100 cm

Lilies
涰ざ
2012
12 different branches of artiﬁcial lilies
12单♶ず涸➃䊨涰ざ
80 x 60 x 60 cm
“Lilies” (2012) is one of the pieces that I collect/buy manufactured objects to make “unique” works of art. I’m attracted by the
variety of mass produced products, the artiﬁcial lilies here are a collection of various ideas and aesthetic values. Each branch of
the artiﬁcial lilies demonstrates a different representation of the idea of “lilies” by each manufacturer, and what they think an ideal
“lilies” should be to appeal for potential customers.
Artiﬁcial ﬂowers manufacturing industry played a very important role in post-war Hong Kong economy, also launching the career
of now the richest man in Asia, Li Ka-shing, among others. For many families, assembling plastic ﬂowers at home for factories
was a means of supplementing income and characterized a unique era in Hong Kong’s history. Furthermore, a labour dispute at
an artiﬁcial ﬂower factory was an immediate trigger of the large scale riots happened in 1967.
շ涰ざո(2012)僽䧮佐꧋飑顠➃鸣⟬溫暟ㅷ⢵ⶽ⡲չ栬暵պ涸谀遮⡲ㅷ⚥涸Ⱖ⚥♧⟝⡲ㅷկ䧮籎僽鄄ぐ珏ぐ垺㣐䪠ꆀ欰欴涸暟ㅷ
帿帿エ䒸鸎❈➃鸣涰ざ꧋㢴珏䙼䟝ㄤ繠㷸⭆⧩倴♧넒կ
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⿺➭⦛䨾钡捀涸腊㣀エ䒸悳㖈㹐䨩飑顠涸㸤繠չ涰ざպ䥰剣涸垷垺կ
㼩倴䖔䨞昰儗劍涸껺度竤憘⢵铝➃鸣⟬溫蔄醢鸣噟饰ⵌ✫㽍捀ꅾ銳涸⡲欽կ
鸎♧醢鸣噟鼨僽植㥵➚❏崍껷㺢勚㎗铇㉁噟䋷㕜
㨤涸饰럊կ
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鸎♧植⫸⛲垥钟衼껺度娛〷⚥涸暵婋
儗劍կ
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Hong Kong
껺度
2012
Offset print on paper; free poster to take away
叕蒀⽪ⵘ秶劥嵳㜡〳荈歋》欽
Poster 嵳㜡: 29.7 x 42 cm
Globe 㖒椕⭑: 19 x 14 x 12 cm
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Hong Kong
껺度
2012
Offset print on paper; free poster to take away
叕蒀⽪ⵘ秶劥嵳㜡〳荈歋》欽
Poster 嵳㜡: 29.7 x 42 cm
Globe 㖒椕⭑: 19 x 14 x 12 cm

Doing it with Mrs Kwan… making Pepper Spray
騈ꡠ㣖♧饰⨞醢⡲脋嗊㑑ꪒ
2012
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
5 min 16 sec
5ⴔ16猲
Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123
This video is a demonstration video of how to make pepper spray; it has taken the same form
and style, including the background music from previous work doing it with Chi… making an Exit
Bag. In the video, the artist’s wife Mrs Kwan, Wong Wai Yin, teaches how to make pepper spray for
seasoning food that mimic a potent weapon the police use extensively in suppression of protestors.
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Doing it with Mrs Kwan… making Pepper Spray
騈ꡠ㣖♧饰⨞醢⡲脋嗊㑑ꪒ
2012
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
5 min 16 sec
5ⴔ16猲

Doing it with Mrs Kwan… making Pepper Spray
騈ꡠ㣖♧饰⨞醢⡲脋嗊㑑ꪒ
2012
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
5 min 16 sec
5ⴔ16猲

Head or Tail
2012
Single channel video, colour stereo sound
㋲걽䕙蒀ꏗ⫹,用넓耫麥
1 min 11 sec
1ⴔ11猲
This video work shows a coin ﬂipped, so that it spins around on a surface. The video loops
continuously and the coin carries on spinning leaving the viewer waiting in vain for the posed
question ‘head or tail?’ to be answered. In speaking about this work, Kwan Sheung Chi says
‘There’s always an expectation while something is happening. I wanted to extend the time of
expecting, while audiences are watching, to ﬁnd out ultimately that there is no answer at the end.
鸎♧ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ㾝爙♧⦐用倴宐䎂♶倬缺鱲涸炽䍤կ鋕걽♶倬䗄橇乄佞炽䍤⛲ꦐ⛓
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Head or Tail
2012
Single channel video, colour, stereo sound
㋲걽䕙蒀ꏗ⫹,用넓耫麥
1 min 11 sec
1ⴔ11猲

Eau dévoilé
2012
Artist’s perspiration in perfume bottle
谀遮㹻涸寂宐껺宐櫕
8.5 x 8.5 x 8.5 cm

Correction pen corrected with its own content
鄄荈魧涸Ⰺ㺂⥝姻涸⥝姻瘗
2012
Dripped correction ﬂuid covering the correction pen previously contained it
形ⴀ涸⥝姻巊銻覇剎竤渿鯺㸐涸⥝姻瘗
Body 瘘魨: 9.8 x 2.4 x 1.8 cm
Cap 瘘覈: 3.4 x 2.4 x 1.3 cm

Free
荈歋
2012

Thread, glue
箁ծ芢宐
2.5 x 10 x 8 cm

ONE MILLION (Japanese Yen)
♧涰蠜傈⯋
2012
Single channel video; HD video, 16:9, color, mono sound
㋲걽넞幢䕙蒀ꏗ⫹, 16:9,㋲耫麥
1min 8 sec
1ⴔ8猲

‘ONE MILLION (Japanese Yen)’, 2012
‘♧涰蠜傈⯋’, 2012

This is the second work in the series ONE MILLION. What’s seen on the screen is a very thin wad of
Single channel
HD video,
color, mono
10000
Japanesevideo;
Yen bills.
But, as16:9,
the hands
count sound
them, these bills appear to reproduce, never fully
1min 8 sec
counted.
As the title of the piece indicates, the bills are counted until the total value reaches one
million. The endless counting of the bills is merely an illusion created by the trick of inserting a loop
that is repeated again and again through the splicing of the video segment.
鸎僽♧涰蠜⡲ㅷ禹⛓✳կ㖈ꏖ⫸⚥谀遮㹻涸꧱䩛侷衼䎘䓹♧蠜傈⯋ꈅ牰♧湬ⵌ㥵⡲ㅷ겗
湡䨾爙ꈅ牰侷ⵌ籎⧩♧涰蠜儗䩞㸤穡կ⡎鸑麔ⶨ䱹ㄤ㔐佞鸎䎘䓹ꈅ牰㖈ꏖ⫸⚥尝㸤尝✫կ㖈ꆄ
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ONE MILLION (Japanese Yen)
♧涰蠜傈⯋
2012
Single channel video; HD video, 16:9, color, mono sound
㋲걽넞幢䕙蒀ꏗ⫹, 16:9,㋲耫麥
1min 8 sec
1ⴔ8猲

ONE MILLION (New Taiwan Dollar)
♧涰蠜倝荩䍤
2012
Single channel video; HD video, 16:9, color, mono sound
㋲걽넞幢䕙蒀ꏗ⫹, 16:9,㋲耫麥
9 min 43 sec
9ⴔ43猲
This is the third work in the series ONE MILLION. What’s seen on the screen is a very thin wad
of 1000 New Taiwan Dollar bills. But, as the hands count them, these bills appear to reproduce,
never fully counted. As the title of the piece indicates, the bills are counted until the total value
reaches one million. The endless counting of the bills is merely an illusion created by the trick
of inserting a loop that is repeated again and again through the splicing of the video segment.
Vimeo
Password: EMGKSC123
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ONE MILLION (New Taiwan Dollar)
♧涰蠜倝荩䍤
2012
Single channel video; HD video, 16:9, color, mono sound
㋲걽넞幢䕙蒀ꏗ⫹, 16:9,㋲耫麥
9 min 43 sec
9ⴔ43猲

1000
2012

One thousand dollars Hong Kong banknote, surface patterns erased with a rubber eraser
♧⼪⯋껺度ꈅ牰邍㕭呩⟄堩淼亭亭ꤑ
8.1 x 16.7 cm

Two Hands Clapping
꧱䩛䬝䱍
2011
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
3 min 19 sec
3ⴔ19猲
Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

Two Hands Clapping
꧱䩛䬝䱍
2011
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
3 min 19 sec
3ⴔ19猲

Two Hands Clapping
꧱䩛䬝䱍
2011
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
3 min 19 sec
3ⴔ19猲

Yawn
妁
2011
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
10 min 35 sec
10ⴔ35猲
Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

Yawn
妁
2011
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸
10 min 35 sec
10ⴔ35猲

ONE MILLION (Hong Kong Dollar)
♧涰蠜度䍤
2011
Single channel video; HDV, color, mono sound
㋲걽HDV侷焺䕙蒀ꏖ⫸㋲耪麤
8 min 18 sec
8ⴔ18猲
What’s seen on the screen is a very thin wad of 1000 Hong Kong dollars bills. But, as
the hands count them, these bills appear to reproduce, never fully counted. As the title
of the piece indicates, the bills are counted until the total value reaches one million.
The endless counting of the bills is merely an illusion created by the trick of inserting
a loop that is repeated again and again through the splicing of the video segment.
㖈ꏖ⫸⚥谀遮㹻涸꧱䩛侷衼䎘䓹♧⼪⯋度䍤ꈅ牰♧湬ⵌ㥵⡲ㅷ겗湡䨾爙ꈅ牰侷ⵌ籎
⧩♧涰蠜儗䩞㸤穡կ⡎鸑麔ⶨ䱹ㄤ㔐佞鸎䎘䓹ꈅ牰㖈ꏖ⫸⚥尝㸤尝✫կ㖈ꆄꐏ荛♳涸
嶊顥爢剚酭侷♧涰蠜谀遮㹻欽♧珏䖝涸㏜䒚겮銻齡❈䜠䜠鋊眔䧮⦛涸⦐넒⭆⧩錙կ

Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

ONE MILLION (Hong Kong Dollar)
♧涰蠜度䍤
2011
Single channel video; HDV, color, mono sound
㋲걽HDV侷焺䕙蒀ꏖ⫸㋲耪麤
8 min 18 sec
8ⴔ18猲

Raising my hand
莉䩛
2011
HDV, B&W, silent
HDV 醢䒭랱涯侸焺ꏖ⫸搁耪
1 min 55 sec
1ⴔ55猲

Raising my hand
莉䩛
2011
HDV, B&W, silent
HDV 醢䒭랱涯侸焺ꏖ⫸搁耪
1 min 55 sec
1ⴔ55猲

Left vs. Right
䊩㼩〸
2011
HDV, B&W, silent
HDV 醢䒭랱涯侷焺ꏖ⫸搁耪
16 min 50 sec
16ⴔ50猲

Left vs. Right
䊩㼩〸
2011
HDV, B&W, silent
HDV醢䒭랱涯侷焺ꏖ⫸搁耪
16 min 50 sec
16ⴔ50猲

Drinking a glass of hot chocolate with a fork
欽⿸㶩㋒♧匉攧䊫⯘⸂
2011
HDV, color, silent
HDV醢䒭䕙蒀侷焺ꏖ⫸搁耪
28 min 9 sec
28ⴔ9猲

Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

Drinking a glass of hot chocolate with a fork
欽⿸㶩㋒♧匉攧䊫⯘⸂
2011
HDV, color, silent
HDV醢䒭䕙蒀侷焺ꏖ⫸搁耪
28 min 9 sec
28ⴔ9猲

‘1km walk’, 2011
‘饥♧Ⱆꅽ’, 2011
Single channel video
34 min 55 sec

1km walk
饥♧Ⱆꅽ
2011
HDVBWsilent
HDV呔䒭랱涯侷焺ꏖ⫸搁耪
34 min 55 sec
34ⴔ55猲

1km walk
饥♧Ⱆꅽ
2011
HDVBWsilent
HDV呔䒭랱涯侷焺ꏖ⫸搁耪
34 min 55 sec
34ⴔ55猲

+1
2011
HDV, color, mono
HDV呔䒭䕙蒀侷焺ꏖ⫸㋲耪麤
1 min 25 sec
1ⴔ25猲

+1
2011
HDV, color, mono
HDV呔䒭䕙蒀侷焺ꏖ⫸㋲耪麤
1 min 25 sec
1ⴔ25猲

“This is a Sorrow that Everybody Knows - Everything Goes Wrong for the Poor Couple.” YUEN Zhen,
During Art HK 2010, I did the debut group project with Wong Wai Yin. This performance is inspired by few Hong Kong movies
from the 50’s and 60’s, which are about family ethics and morals. There are many dramatic and tragic scenes, which are so familiar
to everyone even though the ones never watched the movies before.
We locked ourselves in a room and re-act in slow motion the familiar tragedy scenes, one scene everyday for ﬁve consecutive
days. The few seconds of sorrow in the ﬁlm stretched out into hours. The audience can only watch the performance through live
video projection in the adjacent room, they were not able to see us face-to-face.
STORIES:
Day 1: The husband is a painter but his talents are unrecognized and could not sustain a living. His wife sees that he is sad and
makes every effort to console him but fails nevertheless.
Day 2: Life is difﬁcult. One of them is seriously sick, but could not afford a doctor and could only wait to die. The couple is reluctant
to let go, but they could only reunite in their next lives.
Day 3: The wife is guilty that she cheats. The husband tries to forgive her, but his ﬁrst lover wants to go back with him. He does
not know what to choose. The couple is not willing to let go but it is miserable to stay together.
Day 4: The wife is ﬁnally pregnant after years. Unfortunately, she has a miscarriage and could not bear any child anymore. The
couple is in pain.
Day 5: The couple is in love and overcome all the difﬁculties ﬁnally. However, they come to realize that they are actually long lost
siblings.
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Everything Goes Wrong for the Poor Couple
顆颫㣗㧻涰✲ㅶ
2010
Video installation with live performance
ꏗ⫹酤縨,植㜥怵ⴀ
10 min 59 sec
10ⴔ59猲
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Everything Goes Wrong for the Poor Couple
顆颫㣗㧻涰✲ㅶ
2010
Video installation with live performance
ꏗ⫹酤縨,植㜥怵ⴀ
10 min 59 sec
10ⴔ59猲

Everything Goes Wrong for the Poor Couple
顆颫㣗㧻涰✲ㅶ
2010
Video installation with live performance
ꏗ⫹酤縨,植㜥怵ⴀ
10 min 59 sec
10ⴔ59猲

Vimeo
Youku
Password: EMGKSC123

Doing it with Chi… making an Exit Bag
騈兰♧饰⨞醢⡲䖃欰郍
2009
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
3 min 44 sec
3ⴔ44猲

This video is a demonstration video of how to make a suicide bag, also known as an exit bag, is a device consisting of a large
plastic bag with a draw cord used to commit suicide.
The style mimic common educational TV programme, where ﬁlmed in an ordinary kitchen as the backdrop and with cheerful
music playing in the background, teaches the audience how to quickly make a contraption to take one’s life from easy-to-ﬁnd
materials.
Australian doctor Philip Nitschke, an euthanasia advocate, promotes suicide bags with ﬁlms, such as “Doing it with Betty” - in
which an elderly woman describes how to make a plastic ‘exit’ bag, which is the direct reference of doing it with Chi… making an
Exit Bag.
I put the video on YouTube, and it attracts a lot of views and discussion in the comment. Eventually the video was taken down by
YouTube, the same fate as “Doing it with Betty”.

Doing it with Chi… making an Exit Bag
騈兰♧饰⨞醢⡲䖃欰郍
2009
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
3 min 44 sec
3ⴔ44猲
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Plan A to Z to end my life
鎙ⷔ"荛;✫穡䧮涸欰ㄐ
2009
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
14 min 33 sec
14ⴔ33猲
Vimeo
Password: EMGKSC123

Plan A to Z to end my life
鎙ⷔ"荛;✫穡䧮涸欰ㄐ
2009
Single channel video
㋲걽ꏖ⫸
14 min 33 sec
14ⴔ33猲

A Flags-Raising-Lowering Ceremony at my home’s clothes drying rack
䧮㹻典邆卹♳涸⼮꣭偫⭑䒭
2007
Single channel video; Video installation, with inkjet print on photo paper in metal frame, hand-painted cloth sewed as ﬂag, bamboo
㋲걽ꏗ⫹酤縨,㑑㟯䩧⽫秶劥鸮呥,䩛粭偫䍜,畾
1 min 47 sec
1ⴔ47猲
Vimeo
Password: EMGKSC123

In the year of the 10th Anniversary of the establishment of The Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region of The People’s Republic of China, I invited artist Lee Kit to handpaint a HKSAR regional ﬂag for me, which had to follow the detail instructions in “The
State’s Standards of The People’s Republic of China, GB16689-1996”, issued by The
State Authority of Technical Monitoring. My girlfriend Wong Wai Yin sewed the painted
cloth into a ﬂag. I then asked my parents to perform a ﬂags-raising-lowering ceremony
on our home’s clothes drying rack, with the hand-painted ﬂag, and the national ﬂag of
The People’s Republic of China and The United Kingdom. In the video, the ﬂags were
continuously raised and lowered arbitrarily by my parents, the national anthem of the
associated ﬂag was played or suddenly paused while the ﬂag was raised or lowered.
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